**Herth** is ushering in a new age of 3D visualization by redefining the way media is captured, processed, and disseminated. We close the gap between AR and real-life, driving the creation of powerful visual experiences. At the moment we’re focused on automated virtual tour creation within domestic spaces. We are based in Los Angeles.

We are looking for an iOS developer who is self-motivated and passionate about computer vision to help us push further with our mobile app development.

**Responsibilities**
- Ensure the performance, quality, and responsiveness of applications
- Iterate changes based on feedback to improve user experience.
- Continuously discover, evaluate, and implement new vision techniques.

**Requirements**
- Experience in iOS development
- A familiarity with Objective-C and Swift
- Working understanding of AR principles

**Preferred**
- Familiarity with ARkit, and similar SDKs
- Understanding of design and UX practices

Email us your resume at **recruiting@herth.co** by 6-30-2018